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The Baka population is a minority group in Gabon: they are probably less than 

1000 individuals (less than 500 in the Minvoul area). They are found in 

northern Gabon, in two major areas: Minvoul and Makokou.

The two groups are independent. Even if they come from The Republic of 

Cameroon, they do not have any contact with one another. They do not use 

the same path to reach Gabon (on foot vs by boat).

- In the Minvoul area they are bilingual Baka and Fang.

- In the Makokou area they are bi- or tri-lingual Baka, Kwele and/or Fang.

Baka: Who they are, Where they live

�Environment of the Baka

• They still have enough game in the forest for the entire community, and all the villages are close to it.

• The Baka are surrounded by the farming Fang population (one of the largest populations of Gabon, about 
250000 individuals). They are, for this reason, bilingual, speaking Fang as well as Baka from their earliest years.

• The behaviour of a Baka speaker is different in the presence of a Fang person.

• Although the virilocality is the rule within the Baka community, they can freely choose their settlement.

�Typology of the different villages

1. The Baka living in a Fang village, but in an independent house as in Mimbang, Nkoakom and Ovang-Alène, and / 
or in independent hut as in Etogo.

2. The Baka living in a Fang village, inside a Fang house as in Makokou (also in Oyem and Mitzic - the Fang family 

hosts their employees). This layout is rare in the Minvoul area, even if it can be found in Doumassi.

3. The Baka living next to a Fang village. They settle in between a Fang village and the forest as in Mféfélam (close 

to Esseng) or Zangaville (setting back from Mbounane-Ville), in case they have to escape to the forest.

4. The Baka living in an independent village far away from the Fang villages as in Bitouga.

Minvoul area: ecological and cultural environment, different types of villages

���� Focus on Minvoul area - In response to a government 
policy of settlement, the Baka settled in the surroundings of 

the town of Minvoul, in a total of eight villages.
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Linguistic varieties found within the (semi-)nomadic hunter-gatherers communities

Mféfélam-Bitouga: a comparison

Pascale Paulin and Sumba, working on disease terms 

in Baka. © L. Maget (2007)

GABON

The eight Baka villages in the Minvoul area and their distribution concerning the Fang villages
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HG CONTINUUM HG

Hunter-gatherers lifestyle according to their closeness of the dominant population

�It is possible to predict the attitude of the Baka towards the preservation of 
their own culture according to their settlement. Moreover when it is the case 
of matrilocality.

�The closer the Baka are to column 6, the more they want to keep their 
traditional lifestyle. On the opposite, the closer they are to column 1, the more 
they tend to live as the farming Bantu neighbours and they prefer to be 
assimilated by the Bantu community.

�These tendencies could be found in some HG communities in Central 
Africa.

Baka in Ndumabango village, along the Ivindo river 

(1h from Makokou by boat) © P. Paulin (2006)

Few  and small plantations: they prefer 
going to the forest and try to keep their 

know-how about the Big Hunting 
(elephant) almost forbidden by NGO’s

A plan for big plantations 
with helps of the Bantu 

and NGO

Agriculture

Few Bantu hairstyle, traditionally shaved 
(men and women, the best for the 

regular forest trip)

Dyed hairHair cut

No place for Western religion?
Burying and discourse in Baka � they 

refuse the Fang language for their 

ceremonies

A church specially for this 
village.

Burying  and discourse in 

Fang

Religion

Impossible, scandalousBreaking rulesClan exogamy

For living (the chief lived in one) and for 
guests (for any reception, event as 

burial) about 10 huts

Few and for stockingHuts (forbidden in the 
village according to the 
government policy)

Baka (appointing one chief is imposed by 

the law - after his death some problems 
appear: rebellion of the Baka who do not 

want a Bantu as a chief)

Fang chief from the 

Esseng village

Chief

Almost essentially on Baka’s initiativePermanent, on Fang’s 
and Baka’s initiative

Contacts with the Fang 
population

60150Inhabitants

Far awayClose to the townSituation/Minvoul

BITOUGAMFEFELAM

Huts for guests in Bitouga village
© P. Paulin (2004)

Burying close to the Mféfélam Church
© P. Paulin (2005)

Major Conclusions

© Paulin & Monatte – DDL 2008
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